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Abstract

Current compilers show inefficiencies when optimizing
complex applications, both analyzing dependences and ex-
ploiting critical performance issues, like data locality and
instruction/thread parallelism. Complex applications usu-
ally present irregular and/or dynamic (pointer-based) com-
putational/data structures. By irregular we means applica-
tions that arrange data as multi-dimensional arrays and is-
sue memory references through array indirections. Pointer-
based applications, on the other hand, organize data as
pointer-based structures (lists, trees, ...) and issue memory
references by means of pointers. This paper discusses op-
timization/parallelization and program analysis techniques
we have developed to instruct a compiler to generate effi-
cient object code from important classes of irregular and
pointer-based applications. These techniques are embodied
into a methodology that proceeds in three stages: program
structure recognition, data analysis and program optimiza-
tion/parallelization based on code/data transformations.

1. Introduction

Current automatic optimizers and parallelizers obtain
very efficient codes from most of the regular applica-
tions. Such applications deal with data organized as multi-
dimensional arrays where computations are arranged as uni-
form nested loops. However, the compiler efficiency is gen-
erally much lower for other classes of programs, those that
include complex computation and/or data structures. In the
presence of such program complexities compilers usually
run into trouble both analyzing dependences and optimiz-
ing performance issues (like data locality, instruction/thread
parallelism, an so on).

We may distinguish two important classes of complex
applications: irregular and dynamic (pointer-based). In case
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do i = 1, N
...
compute �
...
A(f ( i )) = A(f ( i )) � �
...

enddo

while (condition)
�

...
p�data = value;
p = p�next;
...

�

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Example of an irregular computation
(a) and a dynamic computation (b)

of irregular applications, it is usual that data is organized
as multi-dimensional arrays, as in regular applications, but
using array indirections to reference an important set of
such data (arrays with subscripted subscripts). We may
find many examples of this class of programs in the nu-
merical scientific/engineering field. Pointer-based applica-
tions, on the other hand, deal with data organized as com-
plex, pointer-based structures (lists, trees, ...). This data is,
therefore, referenced by means of pointers.

Figure 1 shows example tiny codes for irregular and dy-
namic computations. The first piece of code represents an
irregular histogram reduction, where a reduction array (�)
is updated at some points by means of the indirection array
(� ). A key issue in the optimization/parallelization of this
loop includes solving the possible cross-iteration true data
dependences due to the indirection array. The second piece
of code corresponds to a variable loop where a pointer-
based data structure is updated. Similarly to the previous
case, this loop may present cross-iteration dependences due
to cycles in the pointer-based list.

In this paper we discuss our recent work about devel-
oping efficient optimization, parallelization and program
analysis techniques for irregular and pointer-based appli-
cations. This techniques may be enclosed into an opti-
mization methodology, that can be broken down into three
phases: recognition and classification of the complex struc-



ture of the program, data analysis (data structure and mem-
ory reference pattern), and selection of an ad-hoc optimiza-
tion/parallelization technique fulfilling some performance
constraints.

We present some of our recent advances in this field, to-
gether with a brief survey of solutions appeared in the lit-
erarture. Specifically, we designed a framework to paral-
lelize codes with irregular reductions exploiting data local-
ity. This framework also allowed us to classify and compare
the various solutions to this problem that other researchers
developed. From this methodology we derived a number of
efficient locality oriented run-time parallelizing techniques.
On the other hand, we developed new shape analysis tech-
niques for pointer-based data structures to enable depen-
dence analysis in dynamic codes. Such techniques may be
used to analyze memory references needed to develop ef-
ficient optimization and parallelization methods for these
codes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. section 2
discusses the methodology we use to develop our optimiza-
tion and parallelization compilation techniques for irregu-
lar/dynamic codes. Next, solutions for a widely found ir-
regular computational structure, named irregular reduction,
is described. Shape analysis techniques for dynamic data
structures are analyzed in section 4. Finally, conclusions
are drawn.

2. Methodology for optimizing complex appli-
cations

This section describes a methodology for the optimiza-
tion and/or parallelization of programs with irregular and/or
dynamic computation/data structures. We developed tech-
niques to discover certain program (code and data) proper-
ties that are essential in the effective optimization, as well
as parallelization methods that take advantage of such prop-
erties. The optimization methodology proceeds in three
stages, as follows:

1. Recognition of program structure: Analysis of the
computational structure of the program, as well as the
data structures used. The aim of this analysis is to dis-
cover irregular and/or dynamic features in the code.

2. Data analysis: A complete data analysis is needed to
enable a broad set of optimizations, as well as discover
parallelism. It is also needed to know where and how
such parallelization/optimizations can be done. For
our target applications this stage becomes very com-
plex. Two important tasks included into this stage are
both the analysis of data structures and the analysis of
memory references. The first one determines how data
is organized and the relationship among different data

REAL A(1:ADim)
INTEGER f�(1:N�, 1:N�,...)
INTEGER f�(1:N�, 1:N�,...)

...

do i� = 1,N�

do i� = 1, N�

...
Compute ��� ��� ���
A(f� (��� ��� ��� )) = A(f� (��� ��� ��� )) � ��
A(f� (��� ��� ��� )) = A(f� (��� ��� ��� )) � ��
...

...
enddo

enddo

Figure 2. Nested loop with multiple irregular
reductions

items. The second analysis discovers how data is ref-
erenced and the relationship among these data refer-
ences.

3. Program optimization and/or parallelization: Infor-
mation resulting from program structure recognition
and data analysis allows to decide what specific op-
timization technique is best suited to be used. We are
specially interested in the development of methods that
optimize some important program properties, like data
locality or parallelism.

In the rest of the paper we describe two representative
case studies in the context of the described optimization
methodology. The first case study, that constitutes an im-
portant class of irregular programs, corresponds to codes
with irregular reductions. For these codes the three stages in
the methodology will be discussed. The second case study
will focus on the second stage, data analysis, for general
dynamic codes processing pointer-based data structures.

3. Programs with irregular reductions

Many common data organizations used in numerical ap-
plications involve irregular memory accesses, in which ar-
ray elements are referenced by means of indirections. Re-
duction operations are often found in the context of irregular
codes in scientific and numerical applications, representing
an important class of irregular problems. Reduction oper-
ations are based in commutative and associative operators,
like additions, multiplications, and so on.

An example piece of code carrying out multiple irregu-
lar reductions inside a nested loop is shown in Figure 2 (it
is also known as histogram reduction). A() represents the
reduction array (that could be multidimensional), which is
updated (the reduction operation is an addition in this ex-
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ample) by means of the subscript arrays � �(), ��(), ... Terms
��, ��, ... represent effective computation.

Considering the methodology described in the previous
section, the first stage corresponds to the recognition of
the irregular reduction and further what arrays work as re-
duction array(s) and which ones as subscript arrays. This
stage may be accomplished in a compiler through the use of
pattern-matching or idiom recognition techniques [18, 2].

Once irregular reductions have been recognized, a data
analysis of the code is accomplished. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, all relevant data (from the viewpoint of this stage)
is organized as arrays, so no further data structure analy-
sis is needed. We next proceed to analyze memory refer-
ences. Due to the subscripted subscripts, loop–carried data
dependences may be present, and they cannot be detected at
compile time (due to the subscript arrays). Techniques have
been developed to detect this kind of data dependences at
run-time [20].

However, because of the associative and commutative
properties satisfied by the reduction operator, the possible
data dependences due to the array reductions may be over-
come by code/data transformations. Such transformations
corresponds to the third stage in methodology. In the last
few years various code/data transformations that parallelize
irregular reduction loops appeared in the literature. Next
sections are devoted to discuss, classify and compare the
techniquesi more representative, commonly used to auto-
matically parallelize irregular reductions in the context of
share memory multiprocessors.

3.1. Methods for Reduction Parallelization

Different specific solutions to parallelize irregular re-
ductions on shared-memory multiprocessors have been pro-
posed in the literature. We may classify them into two broad
categories: loop partitioning oriented techniques (LPO)
and data partitioning oriented techniques (DPO). The LPO
class includes those methods based on the partitioning of the
reduction loop and further execution of the resulting itera-
tion blocks on different parallel threads. A DPO technique,
on the other hand, is based on the (usually block) partition-
ing of the reduction array, assigning to each parallel thread
preferably those loop iterations that issue write operations
on a particular data block (then it is say that the thread owns
that block).

To facilitate the analysis of the above categories, we con-
sider in the rest of the paper the general case shown in Fig 2
but with only one nesting level (the case of multiply nested
loops is not relevant for our discussion). Taking into ac-
count this example irregular reduction loop, Fig. 3 shows
a graphical representation of generic techniques in the de-
scribed two classes, LPO and DPO.

thread 1 thread 2 thread p

reduction array
privatization ?

Loop

3

A

ADim1 2

iterations

write operationsn
per iteration
(f1(), f2(), ..., fn())

1 2 3 fDim

synchronized
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replication ?
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Figure 3. General schematic representation of
the LPO and DPO classes of reduction paral-
lelization techniques

3.1.1 Loop partitioning oriented techniques

The simplest solution in the LPO class is based on critical
sections, where the reduction loop is executed fully paral-
lel by just enclosing the accesses to the reduction array in a
critical section. This method exhibits a very high synchro-
nization overhead and, consequently, a very low efficiency.

The synchronization pressure can be reduced (or even
eliminated) by privatizing the reduction array [16, 23], as
it is done by the replicated buffer and array expansion
techniques. The replicated buffer method replicates pri-
vate copies of the full reduction array on all threads. Each
thread accumulates partial results on its private copy, and
finally the global result is obtained by accumulating the
partial results across threads on the global reduction array
(this last step needs synchronization to ensure mutual ex-
clusion). The other method, array expansion, expands the
reduction array by the number of parallel threads. Now each
thread accumulates partial results on its own section of the
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expanded array. This approach allows to obtain the final re-
sult in a similar way than the first method, but with no need
of the final synchronization.

Note that these two methods transform the reduction
loop into a fully parallel one, as the possible loop-carried
dependencies disappear as a result of the privatization of
the reduction array. However, they have scalability prob-
lems for large data sets, as the privatization affect the whole
reduction array and on all threads (the memory overhead
increases in proportion to the number of parallel threads).

LPO methods basically exploit maximum parallelism in
a very balanced way although they are very eager for mem-
ory. For this reason, several solutions has been proposed to
reduce this high memory overhead, based on the array ex-
pansion and replicated buffer basic idea. The reduction ta-
ble method [16] assigns a private buffer to each thread of a
fixed size (lower than the size of the reduction array). Then,
each thread works on its private buffer indexed by using a
fast hash formula. When the hash table is full, any new
operation will work directly on the global reduction array
within a critical section. Other method is selective priva-
tization [23], where the replication include only those ele-
ments referenced by various threads. It first determine (in-
spector phase) which are those elements and then allocate
for them private storage space. Each thread, then, works on
its private buffer when updating conflicting elements, while
it works on the global reduction array otherwise. This exe-
cution behavior implies a replication of each subscript array
in order to store the new indexing scheme. Also it has been
proposed in the literature some adaptive schemes that in-
clude an inspector to select the most suitable technique for
a given memory pattern [23].

3.1.2 Data partitioning oriented techniques

Methods in the DPO class avoid the privatization of the re-
duction array, as it is partitioned and assigned to the par-
allel threads. In order to determine which loop iterations
each thread should execute (mostly those that write in its as-
signed block), an inspector is introduced at runtime whose
net effect is the reordering of the reduction loop iterations
(through the reordering of the subscript arrays). The se-
lected reordering tries to minimize write conflicts, and, in
addition, to exploit data (reference) locality.

Two methods has been proposed in the literature in the
DPO class. One method was termed LOCALWRITE [13,
14], and is based on the owner–computes rule. Each thread
owns a portion of the reduction array (block partitioning).
The inspector has reordered the subscript arrays in such a
way that, in the execution phase, the set of iterations as-
signed to that thread only updates array elements of the
owned block. Note, however, that, in order to fulfill the
computes rule, those iterations that updates more than one

integer f1(fDim), f2(fDim ), ..., fn(fDim)
real A(ADim)
integer init (nThreads,0:nThreads�1)
integer count(nThreads,0:nThreads�1)
integer next(fDim)

do �B = 0, nThreads�1
do s = 1, �B+1

c$omp parallel do
do B��� = s, nThreads��B, �B+1

i = init (B���,�B)
cnt = count(B���,�B)
do k = 1,cnt

Calculate ��� ��� ���� ��
A(f1( i ))=A(f1( i )) � ��
A(f2( i ))=A(f2( i )) � ��

...
A(fn( i ))=A(fn( i )) � ��
i = next( i )

enddo
enddo

c$omp end parallel
enddo

enddo

Figure 4. The execution phase of DWA–LIP in
OpenMP (nThreads is the number of threads
cooperating in the computation)

block of the reduction array must be replicated across the
owner threads. This computation replication introduces a
performance penalty (parallelism loss).

An alternative method that avoids computation replica-
tion is DWA–LIP [11]. Consider that the blocks of the re-
duction array are indexed by the natural numbers. The in-
spector (named loop-index prefetching phase, or LIP) now
sorts all the iterations of the reduction loop into sets charac-
terized by the pair (�������), where ���� (����) is the
minimum (maximum) index of all blocks touched by the it-
erations in that set, and�� is the difference���������.
The execution phase (or computation phase) of the method
is organized as a synchronized sequence of non-conflicting
(parallel) stages. In the first stage, all sets of iterations of the
form (����� �) are executed in parallel because they are all
data flow independent (optimal utilization of the threads).
The second stage is split into two sub-stages. In the first
one, all sets (����� �) with an odd value of ���� are exe-
cuted fully parallel, followed by the second sub-stage where
the rest of sets are executed in parallel. A similar scheme
is followed in the subsequent stages, until all iterations are
exhausted. Fig. 4 explains an OpenMP implementation of
this method, while Fig. 5 shows the data structures for an
example code with two subscript arrays.
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Figure 5. Data structures needed in the execution phase of DWA–LIP (for two subscript arrays)

3.2. Performance Properties of Reduction Methods

Methods in the LPO and DPO classes have, in some
sense, complementary performance characteristics. Meth-
ods in the first class exhibit optimal parallelism exploitation
(the reduction loop is fully parallel), but no data locality is
taken into account and lack memory scalability. In addition,
as the reduction loop is uniformly partitioned, these meth-
ods usually exhibit balanced workload.

Methods in the second class, however, exploit data lo-
cality and exhibit usually much lower memory overhead,
and it is not dependent on the number of threads (the in-
spector may need some extra buffering to store subscript re-
orderings, independently on the number of threads). How-
ever, either the method introduces some computation repli-
cation or is organized in a number of synchronized phases.
In any case, this fact represents loss of parallelism. In ad-
dition, there is the risk that the number of the loop itera-
tions that write some specific block is very different from
the same in another block (workload unbalance).

Table 1 shows typical characteristics of methods in LPO
and DPO classes considering four relevant performance
aspects: data locality, memory overhead, parallelism and
workload balance. Data locality is in turn split into inter-
loop and intra-loop localities. Inter-loop locality refers to
the data locality among different reduction loop iterations.
Intra-loop locality, on the other hand, corresponds to data
locality inside one reduction loop iteration.

Data locality is not exploited by a LPO method. This sit-
uation could be relieved by adding an external preprocess-
ing stage before executing the irregular code [13]. Usually
these techniques have a high algorithmic complexity.

DPO methods, on the other hand, are designed to ex-
ploit, at runtime, data locality, specially inter-loop locality,
at the cost of reducing a fraction of parallelism (including
computation replication). Intra-loop locality could be, ad-
ditionally, exploited externally by means of a preprocessing
reordering algorithm. Other interesting characteristic is that

usually memory overhead is much lower than in basic LPO
methods, improving significantly the scalability properties.

In some cases DPO methods may perform under opti-
mal, either due to loss of parallelism (a lot of conflicting
interblock writes) or to workload unbalance. Specific solu-
tions for these special patterns have been proposed [12] as
a trade-off between memory overhead and degree of paral-
lelism.

In cases where parallelism loss or computation replica-
tion is significant it is possible to remove write conflicts by
replicating the reduction arrays partially (a fixed number of
times less than the number of threads). This optimization is
called partial array expansion and may improve the behav-
ior of DPO methods for those memory patterns exhibiting a
low inter–iteration locality [12].

As DPO methods are based on an uniform block parti-
tioning of the reduction arrays (to exploit inter–iteration lo-
cality) certain patterns may introduce workload unbalance.
A generic approach to balance the computational load is
partitioning the reduction array into small subblocks in a
number multiple of the number of threads. This way, blocks
of different sizes my be built by grouping, in a suitable way,
several contiguous subblocks.

A special case of workload unbalance arises when many
loop iterations write on specific and small regions of the re-
duction array (called high contention regions). A way of
relieving this problem consists of the privatization (replica-
tion) of the blocks containing the contention region (local
expansion). This way, write conflicts on that region dis-
appear with memory requirements much lower than corre-
sponding to the full privatization of reduction array.

3.3. Experimental Evaluation

We have experimentally evaluated the proposed solu-
tions to improve the performance of DPO methods (specifi-
cally, DWA–LIP) and compared with other parallel irregu-
lar reduction methods on a SGI Origin2000 multiprocessor,
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Critical sections
Array Expansion /
Replicated Buffers

Selective Privatization /
Reduction Hash Tables

LOCAL–WRITE DWA–LIP

Inspector Overhead 0 0 medium low low
Memory Requirements 0 high medium (external) low low

Synchronization high 0 0 low low
Computation Replication 0 0 0 external 0

Parallelism loss 0 0 0 0 external
Inter–iteration Locality exploitation no no no yes yes

Table 1. Typical performance properties for the LPO and DPO classes of parallel irregular reduction
methods. The term external means that the property is not intrinsically exploited by the method,
but it depends on input data

with 250-MHz R10000 processors (4 MB L2 cache) and
12 GB main memory, using IRIX 6.5. All parallel codes
were implemented in Fortran 77 with OpenMP directives,
and compiled using the SGI MIPSpro Fortran 77 compiler.

Different methods have been experimentally tested on
the EULER code, from the motivating application suite of
HPF-2 [8]. This code solves the differential Euler equation
on an irregular grid, computing some physical magnitudes
(such as velocities or forces) on the nodes described by a
mesh. The code includes a single loop with two subscripted
reductions on one array with three dimensions, which is
placed inside an outer time-step loop. As an static problem,
the inspector phase needs to be computed only once.

The parallel EULER kernel has been tested using an
800K nodes mesh with connectivities 8 and 18 (ratio be-
tween edges and nodes). Two versions of each mesh has
been generated. One of them is obtained after applying a
coloring algorithm to the edges, and placing edges of the
same color consecutively in the indirection array. For this
version we expect a low inter-loop locality in accessing the
reduction array between different iterations. In the other
version the list of edges has been sorted, and the inter–
iteration locality is expected to be higher. This fact becomes
obvious in serial executions, where the colored version is
about 3 times slower than for the sorted version.

In Fig. 6 parallel reduction loop speed-up is shown for
the tested techniques and data sets. We observe that in
general DPO methods performs better than LPO. This be-
haviour is more significant for low inter–loop locality pat-
terns (colored meshes). In addition, not only DPO methods
is able to exploit data locality but also their extra memory
requirements are lower (excluding the critical section tech-
nique, C$OMP atomic, that does not replicate arrays at
all but its efficiency is very low).

Likewise, in previous works [12] we have tested opti-
mizations of DPO methods with input data sets that exhibits
low intra–loop locality, load unbalance or high contention
regions. Although these are not common cases in irregular
scientific codes, we have shown that our approaches (partial
expansion, workload balance support and local expansion,

respectively) allow to obtain a good trade off between mem-
ory overhead and degree of parallelism.

4. Pointer-based Programs

4.1. Motivation and related works

Programming languages such as C, C++, Fortran90, or
Java are widely used for non-numerical (symbolic) and nu-
merical applications. All these languages allow the use of
complex data structures usually based on pointers and dy-
namic memory allocation. The use of complex data struc-
tures is very helpful in order to speedup code development
and, besides this, it also may lead to reducing the program
execution time. However, compilers are not able to success-
fully optimize codes based on these complex data structures
for current computers or multicomputers. This is due to cur-
rent compilers are not able to capture, from the code text,
the necessary information to exploit locality, automatically
parallelize the code, or carry out other important optimiza-
tions in pointer-based codes.

With this motivation, the goal of our research line is to
propose and implement new techniques that can be included
in compilers to allow for the automatic optimization of real
codes based on dynamic data structures. As a first step, we
have selected the shape analysis subproblem, which aims
at estimating at compile time the shape the data will take
at run time. Given this information, subsequent analysis
(not implemented yet) would focus on particular optimiza-
tions, for example, to exploit the memory hierarchy or to
detect whether or not certain sections of the code can be
parallelized because they access independent data regions.
Therefore, this work is part of the first step (program struc-
ture analysis) of our parallelization methodology.

There are other open research lines dealing with the anal-
ysis of codes in the presence of pointers, such as alias anal-
ysis or points-to analysis. Basically, these analysis are de-
signed to determine the superset of locations to which a
pointer must or may point (points-to sets) [7]. These kinds
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Figure 6. Speedup for the parallel reduction loop using LPO and DPO techniques

of pointer analysis provide enough information to allow for
some scalar optimizations, such as Common Subexpression
Elimination, Loop Invariant Removal, or Location Invari-
ant Removal [9]. However, the information provided by
the points-to sets is not accurate enough to enable more
ambitious optimizations such as loop-level automatic paral-
lelization, automatic data distribution, and locality exploit-
ing. Currently, the majority of research groups rely on man-
ual annotations when dealing with such complex code opti-
mizations in the presence of pointers, due to points-to analy-
sis is not sufficient. For instance, Chilimbi et al. ask the pro-
grammer to annotate the code to exploit cache locality [4]
or a previous execution profile is needed in order to exploit
cache prefetching [3]. In the area of distributed memory
locality exploiting and communication optimization, Zhu
and Hendren [24] also rely on code annotations with special
compiler directives. Similarly, Rogers et al. [19] propose a
thread-level parallelism in codes annotated with directives
such as futurecall and touch.

However, some groups are trying to automatically ex-
tract more information from the code text to optimize codes
based on pointers. For example, Ghiya [9] have imple-
mented the McCAT compiler to put pointer analysis to
work. Basically, this compiler uses points-to analysis to
deal with stack-directed pointers and connection analy-
sis and shape analysis to deal with heap-directed pointers.
This analysis is used for exploiting two parallelism levels
in codes based on recursive data structures which do not
change their shape while they are traversed: at the function
level when routines traverse disjoint sub-tree structures; and
at the loop level in two cases; single liked list traversing and
array of pointers to disjoint structures traversing. However,
their shape analysis is too simple and conservative leading
to a serious lack of parallelism exploitation. This is mainly
due to it does not keep information about the topological
structure of the links between heap locations.

Thus, we have to emphasize that our final goal is to al-
low for the automatic optimization of codes based on re-
cursive data structures, but it is clear that, first of all, better
shape analysis techniques have to be proposed. That is, new
approaches to automatically capture the essential character-
istics and properties of heap-allocated data structures are

essential. With this in mind, our proposal is based on ap-
proximating all the possible memory configurations that can
arise after the execution of a statement by a set of graphs:
the Reduced Set of Reference Shape Graphs (RSRSG). With
our framework we can achieve accurate results in a reason-
able analysis time and expending a reasonable ammount of
memory. Besides this, we cover situations that were pre-
viously unsolved, such as detection of complex structures
(arrays of pointers, lists of trees, lists of lists, etc.) and
structure permutation, as we will see in the next sections.

There are several ways the shape analysis problem can be
approached. We have focus in the graph-based methods in
which the “storage chunks” are represented by nodes, and
edges are used to represent references between them. For
example, Plevyak et al. [17] have proposed the the “Abstract
Storage Graph” (ASG), while Sagiv et al. [21] improved
the ASG method with what they call “Static Shape Graphs”
(SSG). In a previous work [5] we saw that ASG or SSG
were not sufficient to deal with the complex data structures
we presented in the previous section. Basically, ASG and
SSG approaches were too imprecise and too conservative in
many simple cases, due to they associate just one graph with
each statement in the code. Besides, too much information
is fused in a single node and then it is impossible to capture
the real properties of the data structures represented by the
graphs. We have overcome this drawback by considering
several graphs per statement, while fulfilling some rules to
avoid an explosion in the number of graphs and nodes in
each graph.

A more recent work that also allows several graphs per
statement is the one presented by Sagiv et al. [22]. They
propose a parametric framework based on a 3-valued logic.
To describe the memory configuration they use 3-valued
structures defined by several predicates. However, as far
as we know the currently proposed predicates do not suffice
to deal with the complex data structures that we handle in
this paper. There are several differences between our shape
analysis method and that of Sagiv et al. [22]. The main
one is that we join similar graphs (RSGs) to build a reduced
set of RSGs (RSRSG) for each program point, while in [22]
they keep all the graphs (multiple structure approach) or just
one (single structure approach). We think that this may ex-
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plain why their Three-Valued-Logic Analyzer (TVLA) runs
out of memory for simple codes such as the singly linked list
bubble sort using the multiple structure approach [15]. Be-
sides, they recognize that their TVLA engine is only useful
to analyze small programs and report experimental results
for small, singly linked list operations (insert, reverse, sort,
etc.). Actually, they have not published experimental re-
sults successfully dealing with real codes based on the com-
bination of complex data structures such as doubly linked
lists pointing to trees or to other lists, etc. The next section
briefly describes the shape analysis techniques we have de-
veloped in order to successfully capture such complex dy-
namic data structures.

4.2. Shape analysis

Basically, our method is based on approximating by
graphs all possible memory configurations that can appear
after the execution of a statement in the code. We call a
collection of dynamic structures a memory configuration.
These structures comprise several memory chunks, that we
call memory locations, which are linked by references. In-
side these memory locations there is room for data and
for pointers to other memory locations. These pointers are
called selectors.

Note that due to the control flow of the program, a state-
ment could be reached by following several paths in the
control flow. Each “control path” has an associated mem-
ory configuration which is modified by each statement in
the path. Therefore, a single statement in the code mod-
ifies all the memory configurations associated with all the
control paths reaching this statement. Each memory config-
uration is approximated by a graph we call Reference Shape
Graph (RSG). So, taking all this into account, we conclude
that each statement in the code will have a set of RSGs as-
sociated with it.

4.2.1 Reference Shape Graphs

The RSGs are graphs in which nodes represent memory lo-
cations which have similar reference patterns. To determine
whether or not two memory locations should be represented
by a single node, each one is annotated with a set of prop-
erties. Now, if several memory locations share the same
properties, then all of them will be represented by the same
node. This way, a possibly unlimited memory configuration
can be represented by a limited size RSG, because the num-
ber of different nodes is limited by the number of properties
of each node. These properties are related to the “reference
pattern” used to access the memory locations represented
by the node. Hence the name Reference Shape Graph.

As we have said, all possible memory configurations
which may arise after the execution of a statement are ap-
proximated by a set of RSGs. We call this set Reduced Set

of Reference Shape Graphs (RSRSG), since not all the dif-
ferent RSGs arising in each statement will be kept. On the
contrary, several RSGs related to different memory config-
urations will be fused when they represent memory loca-
tions with similar reference patterns. There are also several
properties related to the RSGs, and two RSGs should share
these properties to be joined. Therefore, besides the number
of nodes in an RSG, the number of different RSGs associ-
ated with a statement are limited too. This union of RSGs
greatly reduces the number of RSGs and leads to a practi-
cable analysis.

4.2.2 Generating the RSRSGs: the symbolic execution

To move from the “memory domain” to the “graph do-
main”, the calculation of the RSRSGs associated with a
statement is carried out by the symbolic execution of the
program over the graphs. In this way, each program state-
ment transforms the graphs to reflect the changes in mem-
ory configurations derived from statement execution. The
abstract semantic of each statement states how the analy-
sis of this statement must transform the graphs.

Let us illustrate all this with an example. In Figure 7 we
can see a simple code with seven pointer statements. Our
analyzer symbolically executes each statement to build the
RSRSG associated with them. Actually, after the execution
of the third statement we obtain an RSRSG with a single
RSG which represents three different memory locations by
three nodes; all of them of the same type, with the same
nxt selector, but pointed to by different pointer variables
(pvars). Now, this RSRSG is modified in three different
ways because there are three different paths in the control
flow graph, each one with a different pointer statement. All
these paths join in statement 7, and after the execution of
this statement we obtain an RSRSG with two RSGs. This
is because the RSGs coming from statements 5 and 6 are
compatible and can be summarized into a single one.

The whole symbolic execution process can be seen by
looking at Fig. 8. For each statement in the code we have
an input ������ and the corresponding output ������

representing the memory configurations after statement ex-
ecution. During the symbolic execution of the statement all
the 	
��� belonging to ������ are going to be updated.
The first step comprises graph division to better focus on
the several memory configurations represented by the RSG.
Pruning removes redundant or nonexistent nodes or links
that may appear after the division operation. Then the ab-
stract interpretation of the statement takes place and usu-
ally the complexity of the RSGs grows. In order to counter
this effect, the analysis carries out a compression operation.
In this phase each RSG is simplified by the summarization
of compatible nodes, to obtain the 	
����� graphs. Further-
more, some of the 	
����� can be fused into a single 	
���
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if (cond1)

if (cond2)

3. z = malloc();

1. x = malloc();
2. y = malloc();

4. x.nxt := z

5. y.nxt := z

6. z = NULL

7. h = malloc();
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Figure 7. Building an RSRSG for each statement of an example code
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Figure 8. Schematic description of the sym-
bolic execution of a statement.

if they represent similar memory configurations. This oper-
ation greatly reduces the number of RSGs in the resulting
RSRSG.

The abstract interpretation is carried out iteratively for
each statement until we reach a fixed point in which the re-
sulting set of 	
��� associated with the statement does not
change any more. This way, for each statement that mod-
ifies dynamic structures, we have to define the abstract se-
mantics which describe how these statements modify the
	
��� . We consider six simple instructions that deal with
pointers: � � ���, � � ������, � � �, � � 
�� �

���, � � 
�� � �, and � � � � 
��. More complex
pointer instructions can be built upon these simple ones and
temporal variables. Due to space constraints we cannot for-
mally describe the abstract semantics of each one of these
statements.

4.2.3 Dealing with arrays of pointers: multiselectors

We can view an array of pointers as a set of � selectors
(links), all with the same name. Our original method, briefly

typedef struct str �
...
struct str1 *sel;
struct str2 *sel1[256];
struct str **sel2; �

ss=sizeof(struct str);
sp=sizeof(struct str *);
x=(str *)malloc(ss);
x->sel2=(str **)malloc(n*sp);

256 n

. . . . . .

str2

x

str1

sel sel1 sel2

str2

str2

str

str

Figure 9. Example of data structure contain-
ing arrays of pointers

described before, only deals with single selectors (which
represent single links). Thus, the problem arising with the
arrays of pointers is that a single selector name represents
several links, and all of them belong to the same memory
location (due to having been allocated by the same malloc
instruction).

We illustrate all this with the following example. Fig-
ure 9 shows an example of a complex data structure defini-
tion comprising two arrays of pointers, and it also illustrates
the corresponding memory configuration after the execution
of the last “malloc()” statement. As we note, 
�� is a sin-
gle selector which can point to a single memory location
and which can be modified by statements like “x�sel=...”.
These kinds of selectors can be managed by our previous
analyzer. However, 
��� and 
��� represent arrays of se-
lectors. The difference between 
��� and 
��� is that we
know the size of the 
��� array at compile time, but the size
of 
��� is defined at run time. In any case, we now want
to deal with both types of arrays of selectors, which now
have to be modified by statements like “x�sel1[i]=...” or
“x�sel2[i]=...”.

Since 
��� and 
��� are not single selectors, we have
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called them multiselectors. In order to take into account
multiselectors in our method we have introduced in our an-
alyzer the following procedure: since our method is already
able to deal with single selectors our goal is now to include
a previous step in the symbolic execution process to focus
on one of the selectors included in a particular multiselector.
In other words, a statement like “x�sel1[i]=...” is going to
update a single selector (a particular selector included in the
multiselector 
���), but before applying the symbolic exe-
cution, our analizer start by identifying the particular sel1[i]
which is going to be updated, to subsequently proceed with
the abstract interpretation.

4.3. Experimental results

Our RSRSG analyzer has been written in C and can
be fed with an input code to generate the RSRSG associ-
ated with each statement of the code. The codes have to
be preprocessed in a first step to just keep the statements
dealing with pointers. We have implemented the analyzer
to carry out a progressive analysis which starts with fewer
constraints to summarize nodes, but, when necessary, these
constraints are increased to reach a better approximation of
the data structure used in the code. More precisely, the anal-
ysis comprises three levels: ��, ��, and ��, from less to
more complexity as we explain in [6].

With this tool we have analyzed several codes: an arti-
ficial code (“working example”), the sparse Matrix by vec-
tor multiplication, the sparse Matrix by Matrix multiplica-
tion, the Sparse LU factorization, and the Barnes-Hut code.
These five codes have two implementations, one in which
arrays of pointers are implemented by doubly linked lists
and the other in which arrays of pointers are keep.

The first four codes were successfully analyzed in the
first level of the analyzer, ��. However, for the Barnes-Hut
program the highest accuracy of the RSRSGs was obtained
in the last level, ��. All these codes where processed by
our analyzer in a Pentium 4 1.6 GHz with 128 MB main
memory. The time and memory required by the analyzer
are summarized in Table 2. In this table we also show the
number of code lines after the preprocessing of the original
C codes. The particular aspects of these codes are described
next.

1. Working example’s RSRSG. This code generates,
traverses, and modifies the data structure presented in
Figure 10 (a). A compact representation of the result-
ing RSRSG for the last statement of the code can be
seen in Figure 10 (b). The data structure is a doubly
linked list of pointers to trees (header list). Besides
this, the leaves of the trees have pointers to doubly
linked lists. All the trees pointed to by the header list
are independent and do not share any element. In the

same way, the lists pointed to by the leaves of the same
tree or different trees are also independent.

This data structure is built by a C code that also tra-
verses the elements of the header list with two pointers
and eventually can permute two trees. From the prop-
erties associated with the nodes in the RSRSG repre-
sented in Figure 10 (b) we can infer the actual proper-
ties of the real data structure: the trees and lists do not
share elements and therefore they can be traversed in
parallel. More precisely: (i) The analyzer successfully
detects the doubly linked list which is acyclic by se-
lectors ��� or �	� and whose elements point to binary
trees; (ii) Two different items of the header list cannot
point to the same tree; (iii) Different trees do not share
items; (iv) The same happens for the doubly linked list
pointed to by the tree leaves: all the lists are indepen-
dent, there are no two leaves pointing to the same list,
and these lists are acyclic by selectors ��� or �	�.

The other implementation of this code is based on an
array of pointers to the trees instead of the header list.
Again, the analyzer can extract the same conclusions
commented in the previous paragraph.

2. Sparse matrix codes. Here we deal with some irregu-
lar codes which implements sparse matrix operations:
the sparse matrix by vector multiplication, 	 ����;
the sparse matrix-matrix multiplication, � � � � �;
and the sparse LU factorization, � � �� .

The sparse matrices are stored in memory as a header
doubly linked list (or an array of pointers) with point-
ers to other doubly linked lists which store the ma-
trix rows (if the matrix is row-wise) or columns (for
column-wise matrices). In figure 11 (a) we show
the sparse matrix data structure for a row-wise matrix
where the matrix header is implemented by an array
of pointers. The sparse vectors, � and 	 are doubly
linked lists. After the analysis process, carried out by
our analyzer, the resulting RSRSG accurately repre-
sents the data structures. In the resulting RSRSG for
the last statement of these codes we can identify the
main properties of the data structures: (i) The rows
of the matrix are pointed to from different elements
of the header list/array; (ii) The doubly linked lists
which store the rows of the matrices and the vectors are
acyclic by selectors ��� and �	�. A subsequent anal-
ysis of the code and the RSRSG associated with each
statement would be able to state that several sparse ma-
trix row can be traversed and updated in parallel and,
in addition, it is also possible to update each row in
parallel.

3. Barnes-Hut N-body simulation. The structure used
in this code is basically an octree where each leaf
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Working Ex. S.Mat-Vec S.Mat-Mat S.LU Barnes-Hut
Level 	� / 	� / 	� 	� / 	� / 	� 	� / 	� / 	� 	� / 	� / 	� 	� / 	� / 	�

Codes without arrays of pointers
Time 0’03”/0’05”/0’06” 0’01”/0’02”/0’03” 0’20”/0’38”/1’00” 7’50”/-/- 5’56”/0’34”/2’06”

MBytes 2.11/2.78/3.02 1.37/1.85/2.17 8.13/11.45/12.68 99.46/-/- 37.82/8.82/8.94
Lines 213 104 156 164 216

Codes including arrays of pointers
Time 0’05”/0’07”/0’08” 0’01”/0’01”/0’01” 0’04”/0’06”/0’06” 1’08”/1’12”/- 23’08/25’27”/0’21”

MBytes 1.77/2.29/2.50 0.92/1.03/1.2 1.19/1.31/1.49 3.96/4.18/- 40.14/42.86/3.06
Lines 144 87 103 143 177

Table 2. Time and space required to process several codes with different number of code lines
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Figure 10. A complex data structure (a), and compact representation of the resulting RSRSG (b)

points to an element of a single linked list. In the im-
plementation which avoids pointer arrays, each octree
node which is not a leaf has a pointer ����� pointing
to the first of its eight children which are linked by se-
lector ����. If pointer arrays are allowed, the pointers
to the eight children are stored in an array of pointers,
as we can see in figure 11 (b). The analysis of this
code enable the parallel traversal of the octree which
is precisely captured by the obtained RSRSG’s.

5. Conclusions

This paper addresses the problem of compiler optimiza-
tion and/or parallelization of irregular and pointer-based
(dynamic) applications. From our work on this problem we
may derive two main conclusions. First, a complete and
powerful data analysis is fundamental. This analysis must
include, at least, two important tasks: Analysis of the data
organization, and analysis of the memory references. In ir-
regular codes, data organization analysis is not difficult as
typically data is arranged as arrays. However, memory ref-
erences are dynamic and data dependant. In dynamic codes,
however, both analysis are very complex. In this line, we
have developed shape analysis techniques to capture prop-

erties for complex pointer-based data structures.
The second conclusion is that we consider a promising

way to obtain an effective parallelization to design ad-hoc
techniques for specific complex computational structures.
For instance, we discussed efficient solutions for irregular
reductions, that optimize some specific performance issues.
In a similar way, once the data organization of a pointer-
based code has been identified, it is possible to develop effi-
cient automatic techniques to traverse and update these data
structures (trees, linked-lists, ...).
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